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Women and Mythology in Vietnamese History:
Lê Ngo. c Hân, H ô` Xuân Hu)o)ng, and the Production of
Historical Continuity in Vietnam
Wynn Wilcox
Three Myths about Two Vietnamese Women
Lê Ngo. c Hân (1770–99) and H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng (c. 1770–1822) are two of
the most well known female writers of premodern Vietnam. Despite their
different social stature (while Ngo. c Hân was a princess and queen, Xuân
Hu)o)ng operated at the fringes of the literary world), both women occupy
important roles in Vietnamese literature and history. There are references to
them in anthologies ofVietnamese poetry, histories ofVietnam, the names of
Vietnamese buildings and streets, and the halls of the Vietnamese women’s
museum and history museums. In other words, both women occupy an
important place in the pantheon of Vietnamese national heroes and in the
sites where the continuities of Vietnamese nationalism, of past and present,
are produced.
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Yet an examination of the historical record of these two women makes
their vaunted place in the Vietnamese nationalist tradition seem strange.
Despite their ubiquity, we actually know relatively little about either of
them. What we know of Ngo. c Hân’s ideas is limited to her two famous but
short poems: a funerary oration and a gravestone inscription (both of which
are subject to the formulaic conventions of their genre) for her departed
husband, the Quang Trung emperor (c. 1753–92, r. 1788–92). While Xuân
Hu)o)ngwasaprolificpoet, herpoemshave survivedonly inpoetry collections
published nearly a century after her death, and what little is known about
her life comes predominantly from the poems attributed to her. In other
words, while both of these women have attained great importance in both
Vietnamese historiography andVietnamese literature, they have gained this
position only relatively recently, despite (or perhaps because of ) the fact that
very little is known about them.
Since 1954, the year that marked the beginning of two decades of division
between North and South Vietnam, publications about both women have
appeared in greater numbers thanbefore. BothXuânHu)o)ng andNgo. cHân
have appeared as part of what Patricia Pelley has called “a new canonical
version of the Vietnamese past” that Marxist historians in North Vietnam
constructed. In this context, theirwritingwasusedas evidenceof theprogres-
sivism of the Tây So)n dynasty (1771–1802), which these historians regarded
as a precursor to Vietnamese communism.1
In this essay, I argue that these two women have risen to prominence in
the Vietnamese historical and literary canon during this period at least in
part because of debates over three central myths perpetuated about them.
First, in North Vietnam, historians perpetuated the myth that Ngo. c Hân
and Quang Trung were madly in love with one another. The second myth
is precisely the opposite of the first: in South Vietnam, magazines circulated
the fable that Ngo. c Hân, far from loving her husband, secretly hated him to
the point that she poisoned him. Finally, particularly inNorthVietnam, his-
torians have perpetuated the myth that XuânHu)o)ng wrote during the Tây
So)n dynasty, rather than during the Nguyê˜n dynasty. Therefore, northern
historians argued, she was representative of the Tây So)n’s purported pro-
gressive protosocialism, and thus she could be associated with the Tây So)n’s
expression of the anti-Chinese, antifeudal will of the Vietnamese people.
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To say that these are myths is not to categorize these three stories as being
in opposition to the facts that we know about Ngo. c Hân and XuânHu)o)ng.
Bruce Lincoln has suggested that we view myth as a narrative that conveys
a special form of social authority, as “a discursive act through which actors
evoke the sentiments out of which society is actively constructed.”2 Lincoln
distinguishes history and myth not on the basis of the factuality of history
and the fiction of myth, but on the basis that myths acquire “the status of
paradigmatic truth” in that they set a structure ormodel throughwhich “one
may effectively mobilize a social grouping.”3
In promoting these myths about eighteenth-century Vietnamese history,
scholars attempted to invest stories about thepastwithmeaningasparadigms
for the future.TheypresentedLêNgo. cHânandH`oˆXuânHu)o)ngaswriters
who could lend legitimacy and authority to their own modern versions of
Vietnam, through legitimating either the Republic of Vietnam in the south
or the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the north. These three myths can
be traced to the 1954–75 period, duringwhichVietnamwas divided between
north and south. This was precisely a time when constructing a new society
seemedparticularly crucial.Moreover, thesemyths are about another time of
division, the Tây So)nwars (1773–1802), during which the Tây So)n dynasty,
led by the Quang Trung emperor in Hanoi, fought the Nguyê˜n dynasty
(1802–1945), led by Nguyê˜n Ánh (r. 1781–1820, from 1802–20 as the Gia
Long emperor) from Saigon.
Because they were worried about the continuity or even the survival of
their version of the Vietnamese nation, historians and literary critics hark-
ened back to theTây So)n era and producedmyths to try to assure themselves
that their version of the Vietnamese nation would be the one that would
survive. As a consequence, scholars in North Vietnam took pains to identify
themselves with the Tây So)n dynasty because they regarded the Tây So)n as
protosocialist precursors to their own government. Thus, they regarded the
Tây So)n as the last legitimate dynasty, a dynasty with equitable policies that
kept the will of the people in mind.
These scholars pointed to Lê Ngo. c Hân as evidence of the continuity
and legitimacy of the Tây So)n. Since she was a princess in the Lê dynasty,
which had preceded the Tây So)n, Ngo. c Hân was offered as evidence of the
continuity of theTây So)nwith theLê. Furthermore, themyth of her love for
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theQuangTrung emperor provided these scholars with a symbol of the love
and affection they presumed all Vietnamese should have for Quang Trung.
Furthermore, northern scholars from the 1960s on have looked on H`oˆ
XuânHu)o)ng’s frank social criticisms and sexually provocative verse as rep-
resentative of the Tây So)n’s progressive policies, which they identify as
being particularly Vietnamese, and they have contrasted those policies with
the feudal and illegitimate policies of the Nguyê˜n. This mythological de-
vice allowed them to gloss over the fact that the Tây So)n were defeated by
the Nguyê˜n by emphasizing that the true will of the Vietnamese people, as
expressed by H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng during the Tây So)n era, was driven under-
ground by the Nguyê˜n dynasty, only to appear again under the leadership
of the Viê. t Minh.
In contrast, some southern Vietnamese writers, literary critics, and histo-
rians sought to assert the legitimacy of the modern South Vietnamese state
by casting the Nguyê˜n dynasty as its allegorical precursor. By casting asper-
sions on the Tây So)n rebels and affirming the authority of the Nguyê˜n in
the past, these scholars could affirm their desire to defeat the north in their
present. Thus, when a Saigon scholar put forth the notion that Lê Ngo. c
Hân had poisoned the Quang Trung emperor and secretly married the Gia
Long emperor, he was laying out a myth that struck at the heart of southern
Vietnamese society. They were proposing that Lê Ngo. c Hân had bestowed
the symbolic legitimacy of the Lê dynasty not on North Vietnam’s favorite
emperor, Quang Trung, but on an emperor who had unified Vietnam from
Saigon, Gia Long. Thus, they were implying that South Vietnam had a
continuous line of legitimacy back through the Lê dynasty.
Not all historiansor literary critics oneither sideof the seventeenthparallel
believed in or perpetuated themyths that were being circulated in academic
journals and popular newspapers. But the mere fact that these myths were
being tossed about gives us a crucial insight into identity and legitimacy in
North andSouthVietnam, particularly in the 1950s and1960s: in bothHanoi
and Saigon, scholars were staking out claims to the moral authority of their
respective regimes through the legitimacy given by these twowomenwriters
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. These two women thus
gave both sides an analogy with the past through which they could assert
that amid all the turmoil of the 1950s and 1960s, what they considered their
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Vietnam would emerge as the victorious party, since their Vietnam had
continuity with the past.
The Case of Lê Ngo. c Hân
The princess Lê Ngo. c Hân is one of the most romanticized royal figures
in Vietnamese history. This is not surprising when one considers the rather
astonishing details that can be positively established about her life. In 1786,
themiddle of the three brothers who founded theTây So)n dynasty, Nguyê˜n
Va˘n Huê. , who would eventually become the Quang Trung emperor, de-
feated the Tri.nh clan, who were then ruling on behalf of the Lê emperors.
As part of a negotiation to keep his throne, the penultimate Lê emperor, Lê
Ca>nh Hu)ng (posthumously Lê Hieˆ>n Tông, r. 1740–86), gave Nguyê˜n Va˘n
Huê. his twenty-first daughter, Ngo. c Hân, to marry.
At the time of LêNgo. cHân’smarriage, shewas only sixteen.Her involve-
ment in the political events of the next few years must have placed her in an
unusually awkward position. After the death of her father later in 1786, the
new Lê emperor, Ngo. c Hân’s brother Lê Chiêu Thô´ng (also known as Lê
Mâ˜nÐê´, r. 1787–89), attempted to rebel againstNguyê˜nHuê. and restore the
older Tri.nh/Lê relationship; Nguyê˜n Huê. defeated the Tri.nh/Lê sources.
He was crowned the Quang Trung emperor in 1788.
In response to what they saw as the Quang Trung emperor’s usurpation
of the rightful Lê throne, in 1789 the Qianlong emperor of China sent
an invasion force of 200,000 soldiers to reclaim Tha˘ng Long (modern-day
Hanoi) for the Lê. In one of the most famous battles in Vietnamese history,
the Chinese general was routed by Tây So)n forces and committed suicide
to avoid the shame of returning to China defeated. The bodies of the dead
Chinese soldiers were heaped in a mound so high that a hill still exists in
what is now the Ðô´ng Ða area of Hanoi.4
While we have few records of howNgo. c Hân felt about the events of her
life between 1787 and 1789, we do know that she was crowned empress in
1789 and that she andQuangTrung had two children, a son and a daughter,
together. Ngo. c Hân’s legend, however, says much more about her. Did she
love the Quang Trung emperor? Did she murder him in a fit of jealousy?
These powerful fantasies have come to inhabit the historical symbolization
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ofNgo. cHân in twoverydifferent contexts:NorthVietnamese revolutionary
history and Saigon in the 1960s.
Ngo. c Hân as the National Lover: The Northern Myth
Wives of Vietnamese emperors have rarely become the subject of histories of
Vietnam. Though their existence and their names are often noted in major
imperial sources such as Ða. i Viê. t Su
>) Ký Tuàn Thu) (The Historical Records of
Great Viet) andÐa. i NamChính Biên Liê. t Truyê. n (The Biographies of Notables
of theGreat South), their existence rarelywarrantsmore thanpassingmention
in more recent historical compilations. Why is it, then, that in the twentieth
century literary critics and historians have repeatedly written essays and
books on her life and work?
Part of the explanation, to be sure, lies in the sheer tabloid-worthy sensa-
tionalism of her story. No doubtNgo. cHân’s life bears some interest in itself,
and having to become thewife of themanwho had overthrown her clan put
her in a fascinatingly liminal position. Little attention is ever paid, however,
to the crucial ideological role that the existence of Ngo. c Hân plays. The
existence of Ngo. c Hân provided Marxist Hanoi historians with a narrative
device to provide continuity in the transition between the Lê and the Tây
So)n. Her supposed love for Quang Trung provides one of the most central
devices in the efforts of Marxist historians of the 1950s to legitimate Quang
Trung’s regime, and thus (for he has become the central representative figure
for the Tây So)n movement) the Tây So)n regime in general.
These new arguments about the importance of Lê Ngo. c Hân as a writer
and her relationship with the Quang Trung emperor first appeared in the
journal Tâ. p San Nghiên Cú)u Va˘n Su
>) Ði.a ( Journal of Literary, Historical, and
Geographical Research) in the mid-1950s among a slew of articles praising
theTây So)n dynasty in general and theQuangTrung emperor in particular.
As Pelley has pointed out, for the so-called new historians from Hanoi,
the Tây So)n era was a crucial period in the development of revolutionary
history and literature and was an important predecessor for the new society
that they were attempting to build in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
These scholars suggested that “the August Revolution of 1945 marked the
completion of what the Tây So)n had begun some 150 years before.”5
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As articles on the Tây So)n began to explode onto the pages of Va˘n su>) d¯i.a,
scholars began reevaluating the importance of Lê Ngo. c Hân. In February
1956, the preeminent literary critic and historian of the Tây So)n era, Va˘n
Tân (writing under the pseudonymD.M.), devoted nearly half his article on
Tây So)n literature to Ngo. c Hân. In the article, Va˘n Tân articulated a myth
that would prevail in Hanoi literature about Lê Ngo. c Hân for decades to
come: that her importance in Tây So)n literature lies in her true and undying
love for the Quang Trung emperor and in her ability to express the remorse
of a nation over Quang Trung’s untimely death in 1792.6
In his analysis, Va˘n Tân comments on her known written works, which
consist of two famous poems: “Tiên Thánh Tha˘ng Hà Hoàng Hâ.u Ai
Vãn” (“The Funerary Love Oration of the Empress on the Occasion of the
Emperor’s Death”), otherwise and more commonly known as “Ai tu) vãn”
(“Funerary Love Oration”), and “Tê´ Quang Trung Ðê´ Va˘n” (“Stele In-
scription of the EmperorQuangTrung”).7 These two poems are designed to
highlight the relationship between Quang Trung and Ngo. c Hân as one full
of tình ca>m (sentiment), a bondof feelings betweenhusband andwife that has
an important place in Vietnamese literature.8 The introductory sentences of
“Ai tu) vãn” read:
Wind blows gently through my old quarters
As my orchids gradually wither away
The smoke wafts over your mountainous tomb
And I see in the distance your imperial carriage drifting away.
How did it come to be that I would moan like this?
Why must our marriage be cut short?
It is so tragic and sad that
My grief could overflow the ocean and cover the sky.9
After quoting the poem in full, Va˘n Tân makes the following argument
about the meaning of Ngo. c Hân’s words:
The love that Lê Ngo. c Hân shared with King Quang Trung was true
love; that is why her poetry is so moving and doleful. This is truly a large
portion of the explanation. Ngo. c Hân cherished Quang Trung so much
that she was ready to die so that the King could live! It is enough to bring
tears to one’s eyes to think that she was not only able to show clearly the
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agony of a wife that has lost her husband, but also the worry of a people
who have lost their leader, since everyone knows that the death of King
Quang Trung was one of many of the things that marked the beginning
of the end for the Tây So)n dynasty.10
In this interpretation, Va˘n Tân deftly links the deep feelings that he be-
lieves Ngo. c Hân expresses toward her departed husband in this funeral
oration with the anxiety that the Vietnamese nation feels at Quang Trung’s
death. Va˘n Tân invites us to see Ngo. c Hân’s “agony” as a kind of symbol
for the feelings that the Vietnamese nation as a whole has at the death of its
emperor and the impending demise of the Tây So)n dynasty.
Va˘n Tân’s interpretation of Ngo. c Hân’s suffering as representative of the
worries of the nation at the end of Quang Trung’s life fits in well with his
overall interpretation of theDemocratic Republic of Vietnam in the 1950s as
the rebirth of the Tây So)n dynasty. To Va˘n Tân, Quang Trung was the last
legitimate ruler of Vietnam. The Vietnamese people were forced to endure
150 years of oppression under the rule of the Nguyê˜n dynasty (1802–1945),
whose rulers becamewilling collaborators with French imperialists. As Va˘n
Tân notes in his seminal and still influential 1958 monograph on the Tây
So)n dynasty, Cách Ma. ng Tây So)n (The Tây So)n Revolution):
In the year 1792, King Quang Trung died, and the representatives of
the reactionary feudal traitor Nguyê˜n Phúc Ánh [Gia Long] seized the
opportunity to attack the Tây So)n and thus to turn back the clock on
history and to allow the door to be open for gangs of imperialist invaders.
But despite everything that was tried by the feudal reactionary traitors
and the imperalist colonizers, they were only able to seize and retard the
growth of Vietnamese history for 150 years (1802–1954). In 1954, after the
great victory at Ðiê.n-biên [Dienbienphu], the Vietnamese people, under
the leadership of the vanguard of the party, were able to recover the
independence that our nation had in the past. Throughout this land, the
Vietnamese people are continuing developments that KingQuangTrung
had to leave incomplete.11
To Va˘n Tân, the separation of Vietnam into north and south by the
American/Diê.m regime was a continuation of the feudal retrogression of
Vietnamese history started by the Nguyê˜n during the Tây So)n wars two
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hundred years before, while the Hanoi regime under H`oˆ Chí Minh was
continuing the progressive policies that Quang Trung had begun but could
never complete.12 Lê Ngo. c Hân’s role in this story is clear: through her love
for Quang Trung and her grief on the occasion of his death, she serves as a
symbol of the Vietnamese people’s grief and of the hope for the progress of
the Vietnamese nation that was being resurrected in North Vietnam after
1954. Thus, Va˘n Tân constructed amyth of LêNgo. cHân that bolstered the
legitimacy ofNorthVietnam’s claims to represent thewill of theVietnamese
people by linking the feelings of the people, metonymically represented by
Lê Ngo. c Hân’s grief, to Quang Trung and ultimately to H`oˆ Chí Minh.
Va˘n Tân’s analysis of Lê Ngo. c Hân is crucial because he was recognized
as not only one of the leading members of the official Institute of History
in Hanoi but also the leading expert among Hanoi scholars on the history
and literature of the Tây So)n dynasty. As such, Va˘n Tân’s interpretation
was modified only slightly by later scholars, who still cast the sentiments
Ngo. c Hân expressed in “Ai Tu) Vãn” as evidence of the strong bond of love
betweenhusbandandwife.This interpretation is largely basedon thepoem’s
seeming sentimentalism, genderedmetaphors, and the appeal to predestined
and eternal love. It is also an interpretation of her poetry that has stood the
test of time.Writing in 1986, literary critic Nguyê˜n Lô. c articulated a slightly
stronger version ofVa˘nTân’s interpretation of nearly three decades before:
In“Ai tu) vãn”Ngo. cHânevokes thememoryofher love forQuangTrung.
Ngo. cHân speaks of the worries when the king became sick, and her feel-
ings of great and mournful anguish before the death of the king. . . . One
could say that the words that Ngo. c Hân wrote about Quang Trung are
not only very heartfelt andmoving, but also at the same time they could be
read as the most accurate and objective assessment of appreciation about
him.13
In this passage Lô. c makes explicit the structure of transference through
which Ngo. c Hân’s love becomes symbolic of the love of the nation. Oth-
erwise, it would seem strange for Lô. c to call a kind of love “objective,”
since love is usually understood as the most quintessentially subjective and
affective emotion possible. Here, Ngo. c Hân’s love is objective in the sense
that, within the structure of Vietnam as Lô. c understands it, her love is a
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universally felt characteristic. It is merely a display of what all Vietnamese
should feel for the Quang Trung emperor.
Attempting to determine ifNgo. cHân actually lovedQuangTrungwould
be a fruitless, and essentially rathermeaningless, task. It should suffice to say,
however, that historians cannotmerely appeal to “Ai tu) vãn” as evidence that
Ngo. cHânreallydid love theQuangTrungemperor in theway that thismyth
would suggest. It is rarely noted, for example, that neither of Ngo. c Hân’s
poems would likely have been written in a sudden amorous epiphany. They
were bothwritten on the occasion ofQuangTrung’s funeral, andbothpoems
belong to rather formulaic genres: the eulogy and the gravestone inscription.
This does not mean that Ngo. c Hân’s feelings were disingenuous, but it does
mean that her poems fall well within the expectations of the genres for her
to be mournful and for her to recount Quang Trung’s accomplishments.
Late-eighteenth-century literature is blessed with a number of famous
eulogies, such as Pha.m Thái’s (1777–1813) appreciation of Tru)o)ng Quy`nh
Nhu) and the Gia Long emperor’s (r. 1802–19) and Prince Ca>nh’s (1779–
1801) famous eulogies for their ally the bishop Pierre Pigneau de Béhaine
(1740–99).14 Ngo. c Hân’s eulogy shares many basic features with one or all
of these eulogies: the use of natural features such as the sky or the heavens
as metaphors for grief; proclamations of love; and concluding statements
beginningwith exclamations such as “alas!” or “what a pity!” In short,Ngo. c
Hân’s eulogy follows the set pattern of its genre; therefore, it should not be
overestimated as evidence of her attachment to Quang Trung.
Moreover, some literary scholars have even called into question the au-
thenticity of the poems. Nguyê˜n Caˆ>m Thúy and Nguyê˜n Pha.m Hùng, for
example, suggest substantial similarities in the structure and language of
Ngo. c Hân’s two poems and the writing style and poetry of the influential
TâySo)n literatusPhanHuyÍch (1751–1822).15Theirposition,however,may
merely be a reflection of the sexist assumption that women of the eighteenth
century could not have written good poetry. They do not acknowledge the
possibility, for example, that the similaritybetweenpoemsattributed toNgo. c
Hân and those understood to be by Ích could just as easily be interpreted as
an indication that the real author of PhanHuy Ích’s poetry is Lê Ngo. c Hân.
Nevertheless, no appeal to the objective reality of Ngo. c Hân’s love for
Quang Trung can deny that for this love to be figured in the national myth
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as a kind of structural representative of a tình ca>mbetweenQuangTrung and
theVietnamese nation, QuangTrung’s relationshipwithNgo. cHânmust be
unique or special in some way. Yet this is simply not the case. Quang Trung
wasmarried, at the very least, to three wives. Onewas awoman of the Pha.m
clan of Quy Nho)n, perhaps named Pha.m Thi. Liên, whom Nguyê˜n Huê.
married well before the march of the Tây So)n armies north. It is with her
that the Quang Trung emperor had the most children: she bore him three
boys and two girls, including the future emperor, Nguyê˜n Quang Toa>n.16
Evenmore significantly, Ðô˜ Bang states that the illness of Quang Trung’s
wife of thePha.mclan led toQuangTrung’s desperate search for amissionary
or European doctor to take care of her. This search eventually led to Quang
Trung’s calling on the young and hapless Father François Joseph Girard
(d. 1812), who had no medical training, to come to the court to save her in
the spring of 1791. Unfortunately, by the time he arrived, she had already
died.17 Girard said in one of his letters that QuangTrung’s wife of the Pha.m
clan was “the first of his wives” and, in another, that she was “regarded
as the first” of his wives.18 This is despite the fact that Ngo. c Hân was
the officially designated empress. Moreover, that Quang Trung would take
the extraordinary step of searching the entire regime for a missionary who
might know the practices of Western medicine indicates that the emperor
was probably quite concerned about the health and welfare of his first wife.
Given the existence of Quang Trung’s other wives and his apparent con-
sideration (or even love) for at least one of the others, themyth of the singular
love story between Ngo. c Hân seems hard to sustain. But the power of this
myth lies not in the truth or falsity of the claim that Ngo. c Hân loved Quang
Trung, but in this claim’s power to lend symbolic authority to the assertion of
scholars fromHanoi that their governmentwas the reincarnation of the gov-
ernment of Quang Trung and that the love of the people for Quang Trung,
represented byNgo. cHân, was being reborn by the people’s affection for the
people’s hero,H`oˆ ChíMinh.19 The absence ofTây So)n sources aboutQuang
Trung’s other wives allows Ngo. c Hân to have the position of the national
lover; her supposedly pure relationship with Quang Trung allows for the
perception of the symbolic purity of the relationship between Quang Trung
and Vietnam and thus results in a narrative that authenticates the govern-
ment of North Vietnam as the true representative of the Vietnamese people.
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The myth of Ngo. c Hân as the national lover is not the only myth to
support the connection between Ngo. c Hân and a conception of the Viet-
namese nation. Another, very different, myth arose in a very specific site of
production: Saigon in the 1960s.
Ngo. c Hân as Legitimating Symbol: The Southern Myth
In 1961, the Saigon writer Nguyê˜n Thu)o. )ng Khánh claimed that he could
prove that Lê Ngo. c Hân was responsible for poisoning the Quang Trung
emperor. Claiming to be a descendant of the Lê clan and more specifically
a direct descendant of Prince Lê Duy Mâ.t (1738–70), a figure notable in
northern history for provoking a rebellion against the Tri.nh lords in the
first half of the eighteenth century, Khánh wrote in a series of issues of the
journalPhoˆ>Thông (Universalism) that he knewof a secret document that had
been passed down through his family but by 1961 was lost, which provided
evidence that Ngo. c Hân had in fact murdered her husband, the Quang
Trung emperor. According to Khánh, LêNgo. cHân’s motivation for killing
her husband stemmed from an agreement between Quang Trung and the
Qianlong emperor (1711–99) of China in which Qianlong was to give one
of his daughters in marriage to Quang Trung. According to Khánh, “in a
moment of anger and crazy with jealousy, Ngo. c Hân put poison in Quang
Trung’s wine.”20
Then,Khánh claims thatNgo. cHânwas actuallymotivated by patriotism.
As Ðô˜ Bang points out, this claim seems to contradict the notion that the
murder was committed in a jealous rage.21 Nevertheless, Khánh argues that
“when she heard the heart-rending news that the Quang Trung Emperor
had asked for the hand of [theQianlong emperor’s] princess inmarriage and
had received it, then the Princess Ngo. c Hân rose up with the reckless idea.
I want to place Ngo. c Hân’s jealousy aside and use the word ‘patriotism’ to
describe the deeds of Ngo. c Hân.”22
In the editions of Phoˆ> Thông that followed, Khánh’s argument received a
great deal of criticism. Somedescendants ofLêDuyMâ.t challengedKhánh’s
assertion that the secret family record that told of Lê Ngo. c Hân’s murder
of the Quang Trung emperor had ever existed. In addition, several scholars
have discreditedKhánh’s extraordinary claim thatNgo. cHânmurdered the
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Quang Trung emperor. One of the most influential critiques of Khánh’s
assertion came in the October 1961 issue of Phoˆ> Thông, in which the well-
known historian Thiên Sinh pointed out several inconsistencies and inaccu-
racies in Khánh’s article. Sinh explained that Khánh’s asserted relationship
toNgo. cHânwas not, in fact, a direct descendant, since LêDuyMâ.t was not
Ngo. cHân’s brother andLêCa
>nhHu)ng’s son asKhánhhad claimed, butwas
actually Ca>nh Hu)ng’s uncle. Among the most salient of his other criticisms
was that the idea that Ngo. c Hân’s marriage incurred the resentment of the
Lê clan, which is contradicted by the fact that hermarriage to QuangTrung
was by mutual agreement between the Lê clan and the future emperor.23
All of these criticisms serve to discredit Khánh’s claim, although none
of them disprove it. As Nguyê˜n Phu)o)ng has pointed out, it is impossible to
prove that the family document did not at one time exist, so it is impossible to
either prove or disproveKhánh’s claims.24 Perhaps it would bemore fruitful
not to ask whether Khánh’s assertion is true, but to ask why Phoˆ> Thông
chose to publish Khánh’s claim at the time that it did. After all, Phoˆ> Thông
was a widely respected and influential magazine in 1960s Saigon. It was not
generally known for publishing tabloid material or outlandish claims and
often published scholarly articles. Why did Phoˆ> Thông choose to publish
such a questionable claim in 1961? And why did Khánh come forward
with his claim in 1961, rather than earlier in his life, or, assuming that the
family record in question ever actually existed, when the evidence could be
displayed for all to see?
By asking these questions, we can examine the question of Ngo. c Hân’s
allegedmurder ofQuangTrungnotmerely in termsof its empirical accuracy
but also in terms of its function as an allegory, as a national myth designed
to legitimate the status of the Saigon government in 1961. This myth comes
into focus more clearly if we consider it in conjunction with another rather
far-fetched claimmade about LêNgo. cHân: that in 1802, after theGia Long
emperor retookPhúXuân, hewas so taken aback by her that hemarried her.
Though this claim was first made in the influential modernist Francophile
review Nam phong (Southern Wind) in the 1920s, it was maintained as a
popular story through French publications such as the Bulletin des Amis du
Vieux Huê´ through the 1940s and in publications in Saigon in the 1960s.
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Here the allegorical thrust of a particularly Saigonese nation-myth, en-
acted through Ngo. c Hân, comes into focus. The idea that Ngo. c Hân killed
Quang Trung and married Gia Long not only refutes the central myth of
Ngo. c Hân as the symbolic national lover of Quang Trung but also grants a
kind of legitimacy, through the process of marriage, to the Nguyê˜n dynasty.
If Ngo. c Hân killed the Quang Trung emperor, as Khánh asserts, her real
loyalty was with the Lê, and not with the Tây So)n. Moreover, if she did so
in order to save the nation from Quang Trung, who can be seen as setting
a course for Chinese domination through an ill-conceived marriage to the
Chinese emperor’s daughter, then the legitimacy of the nationalist myth of
Quang Trung’s supremacy is even more powerfully challenged.
Lending legitimacy to the Nguyê˜n regime was a crucial task for both
those who participated in the French protectorate, such as Pha.mQuy`nh, the
Francophile editor ofNamPhong, and the writers and editors of theBulletin
des Amis du Vieux Huê´. The legitimacy of the Nguyê˜n regime, which was
founded as a result of a victory over what some would call the usurpations
of the Tây So)n rebels, was crucial to the protectorate because the existence
of the Nguyê˜n emperor and the (sometime or asserted) cooperation of that
emperor with his French friends formed the central mechanism for the
justification of French rule over Trung Ky` (Central Vietnam) and B ´˘ac Ky`
(Northern Vietnam).25
If theTâySo)nwere seenas legitimate, then itwouldhavebeen illegitimate
for Nguyê˜n Ánh to take control of the Tây So)n territory. If Nguyê˜n rule
was illegitimate in 1802, then by extension it would be seen as having been
illegitimate under the French protectorate. Thus the French, too, would lose
a major ideological justification for their rule. Anticolonial writers and his-
torians, who tended to valorize the Tây So)n peasant rebellion and chastise
the feudal Nguyê˜n, grasped this fact early on.26 In this way, the myth of Lê
Ngo. c Hân’s murder of Quang Trung and her marriage to Gia Long serves
as amyth of continuity that legitimates both the participants inNguyê˜n gov-
ernment under the protectorate and the participants in French colonization
of Vietnam. It provides a resolution to the Tây So)n crisis by using Ngo. c
Hân’s body to assert the symbolic continuity of theNguyê˜n dynastywith the
Lê regime, thereby giving it the necessary means to assert its legitimacy.27
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The murder and marriage myth also served the ideological purposes of
the Saigonese intellectual elite of the early 1960s.Here,Ngo. cHân’s supposed
actions were translated from a myth of legitimacy of the Nguyê˜n and the
protectorate to a justification of the Saigon government of the 1960s as the
real Vietnamese government. In the Marxist Hanoi historiography of the
1950s and 1960s, the legitimacy of the Tây So)n peasant rebellion provided
a key example of legitimate historical discontinuity in the face of the conti-
nuity of Lê andNguyê˜n feudalism. This discontinuity allowed the northern
historians such as Va˘n Tân to posit a formal, romantic view of Vietnamese
history with a revolutionary ideological implication, in which peasant re-
bellion, while not yet entirely successful, was always steaming under the
surface of feudal regimes, waiting for the dialectical contradictions of the
feudal mode of production to come to the surface and produce a lasting
socialist revolution.
It is through these mechanisms that, in the 1950s and 1960s, some his-
torians in both Vietnams posited the Tây So)n as a symbolic representative
of North Vietnam and Nguyê˜n Ánh as a representative of the legitimacy of
SouthVietnam.Thus, theTâySo)n in bothhistoriographical traditions came
to be mostly represented by Quang Trung’s reign in Tha˘ng Long (Hanoi)
between 1788 and 1792 and not by Nguyê˜n Nha.c’s rule in Qui Nho)n be-
tween 1785 and 1793 or by the early Tây So)n in the Saigon era. As K. W.
Taylor has pointed out, this association seems very strange, considering that
the Tây So)n movement started in south-central Vietnam and essentially
moved north.28
The myth of Lê Ngo. c Hân’s murder of Quang Trung, particularly when
it is coupled with a marriage to the Gia Long emperor, discredits the Tây
So)n regime and lends legitimacy through continuity to the Gia Long em-
peror. For if Ngo. c Hân is the symbolic representative of the Lê (as Nguyê˜n
Thu)o. )ng Khánh argues), then her murder of Quang Trung short-circuits
her ability to serve as a symbol of the completion of the transition of the
Tây So)n from rebels to emperors. It also prevents her from acting as the
national lover in the northern historiographical tradition. Her marriage to
Gia Long confirms that it is he, and not Quang Trung, who is legitimate
and a symbol of continuity, and thus also confirms that the Tây So)n were
illegitimate.
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Thus, this myth about Lê Ngo. c Hân arose in Saigon in the 1960s because
it served for noncommunist Saigonese intellectuals the same function that
the opposite myth about Lê Ngo. c Hân served for their counterparts in the
north. This myth serves to reinforce the claims of the noncommunist south
to historical legitimacy by linking them to a figure universally recognized as
a representative of the sentiment of the Vietnamese people, a woman who
transcends the discontinuity of the Tây So)n era.
A figure who was almost her contemporary, the well-known Hanoi poet
H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng, was in some ways very different from Ngo. c Hân. For
example, her significance as a legitimating symbol for Marxist historians,
particularly those fromNorth Vietnam during the 1950s and 1960s, appears
to lie in her role in affirming the discontinuity of the Tây So)n regime with
the feudal backwardness of the Lê and the Tri.nh. She also appears, unlike
LêNgo. cHân, to be a figure of active agency: she is important for the quality
of her poetry and the vivid images that that poetry suggests. A closer look,
however, suggests that things are not as simple as they appear. H`oˆ Xuân
Hu)o)ng’s poetry is also interpreted by Hanoi historians of the 1950s and
1960s to serve their ideological purposes, and the treatment of her periodicity
suggests that she is useful in another legitimating myth of the nation: the
myth of a continuity between the Tây So)n’s antifeudal tolerance of women
and the purportedly similar progressive policies of North Vietnam in the
1950s and 1960s.
Hô` Xuân Hu)o)ng and The Fantasies of Periodization
H`oˆXuânHu)o)ng is one of themost popular andwell-known literary figures
that Hanoi has ever produced. Her poems are famous for their frank style
and their wordplay. The double entendres of her poetry are known for their
not-too-subtle sexual allusions; for example, one of her most famous poems,
“Jackfruit,” refers to the traditional practice of offering local mandarins a
jackfruit, but it is also ripe with sexual metaphors:
By nature in the past she was an overripe tree
Her fruit is coarse and her sections are thick
If the gentlemen loves her, then he should plunge his stake into her
Please don’t touch her or her juice will run out on your hands.29
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This poem is typical of Xuân Hu)o)ng’s style, in which double entendres
are made within the regulations and rhyme schemes of the classical forms
associated with lu. c bát (six-eight) poems. It is also typical in its stunningly
frank allusions to sex instead of more classical and nonvulgar metaphors for
sexual relations. The use of the jackfruit as a metaphor for woman seems
designed to subvert the ideal of a restrained, moral woman by suggesting
a feminine sexuality that overflows like ripe fruit underneath a thick and
forbidding exterior. Just as when driving a knife into a jackfruit to test it for
ripeness one may be surprised to find that it oozes with sticky sap, so one
might be surprised to find similarities when entering into sexual relations
with women.30
H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng is in many ways a very alluring figure. The sexual
metaphors in her poetry, and indeed themere existence and voluminousness
of herNôm (the writing of Vietnamese in traditional demotic script) poems,
have captured the imagination of not only French and Vietnamese scholars
but also the reading public in the United States. John Balaban’s recent trans-
lations of her poems under the title Spring Essence: The Poetry of H`oˆ Xuân
Hu)o)ng caused theUtneReader to exclaimwith great hyperbole, “Sometimes
books really do change the world. . . . this one will set in motion a project
that will change Vietnamese culture.”31
This kind of reaction to H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s work indicates that her po-
etry is often seen as a protest against the status quo of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. It is thus a weapon against a narrative that privileges
the concept of the predominance of Chinese, Confucian values in Vietnam,
offering instead a vision of a Vietnamese woman who seems remarkably
educated, free, and able to protest the injustices of her time. It is tempt-
ing, therefore, to read H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng as the antithesis of Lê Ngo. c Hân.
While Ngo. c Hân is mostly a silent figure for whom history speaks, Xuân
Hu)o)ng has a clear voice; while Ngo. c Hân is used to bring continuity and
legitimacy to various fantasies of the nation and to smooth over the historical
break caused by the Tây So)n conflict, it would seem that Xuân Hu)o)ng is
the very essence of discontinuity. It is often supposed that she represents
everything that the Tri.nh andNguyê˜n regimes do not: she is lascivious, they
are repressed; she is realistic, they are formal; she is revolutionary, they are
feudal.
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It is sometimes not recognized, though, that this counternarrative or
protest narrative serves the purposes of a particular myth of Vietnameseness
that emerged in the journals of the Hanoi new historians in the 1950s and
1960s. So long as the oppression of women can be seen as Chinese by virtue
of its being Confucian, then H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng is not actually representative
of a break from the past. Rather, the interpretations of her writing byHanoi
literary critics and historians in the 1950s and 1960s constructed a myth of
her as a symbol of Vietnameseness hidden under the surface of feudal op-
pression. For the new historians in the newly formed Democratic Republic
of Vietnam of the 1950s and 1960s, H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng, like the Trung sisters
or Lady Tri ê`u of Vietnam’s Han past, represent in Vietnamese historical
narratives an imagined continuous Vietnameseness that is constantly perco-
lating underneath Chinese domination and its structural simulacra, the Lê
and Nguyê˜n dynasties.
The workings of this myth can be seen most clearly when we consider
how Xuân Hu)o)ng is periodized by North Vietnamese scholars of the 1950s
and 1960s. Though the actual dates of Xuân Hu)o)ng’s birth and death have
never been clear, the most positive identification of the time in which she
lived comes through her association with the early Nguyê˜n scholar Pha.m
Ði.nhHoˆ
> (1768–1839).Despite the fact thatHoˆ> rose to a position of authority
as a scholar after 1820, the literary critics and historians inHanoi who began
to write volumes about H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng consistently dated her poems to
the late eighteenth century, putting them in the context of the Tây So)n
movement.32
Themost influential scholar inpromoting themyth thatH`oˆXuânHu)o)ng
should be seen as a representative of the culture of the Tây So)n dynasty
was the same scholar who brought us the myth of the national symbol of
love between Quang Trung and Lê Ngo. c Hân: historian and literary critic
Va˘n Tân. In September 1955, Va˘n Tân wrote a lengthy essay discussing
the value of H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s works. Va˘n Tân’s major objective was
to highlight the antifeudal nature of her poetry; thus, he christened her the
“mostprogressive”of all poets fromtheeighteenthcentury to the twentieth.33
But most of his analysis was devoted to establishing a connection between
H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s poetry and the society in which she lived:
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All rebellions against oppression, and the Tây So)n rebellion in particular,
not only break the feudal chains of politics under the Lê, Tri.nh, and
Nguyê˜n dynasties, but also break the chains of virtue and morality of the
feudal regimes as well. This social situation is favorable enough for the
oppressed people to express their opinions, aspirations, and feelings. H`oˆ
Xuân Hu)o)ng lived during these social circumstances.34
It takes a careful reader to notice that despite Va˘n Tân’s obvious admiration
for H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s poetry, according to his interpretation, H`oˆ Xuân
Hu)o)ng does nothing to create social change. Rather than having any active
agency as a cutting-edgewriter, she is a product of her time. She is influenced
by the changes of the Tây So)n era; she does nothing to create those changes.
Thus, despite the revolutionary nature of her poetry, or perhaps because of
it, Xuân Hu)o)ng serves not as an agent of change but as a figure who can
represent the changes felt by the people during the Tây So)n, and that is the
main reason why her poetry “lives in the hearts of the people from the past
until today.”35
The key to this myth, promulgated in the 1950s but evident in some
Hanoi scholarship through at least the 1980s, is thatH`oˆ XuânHu)o)ngwrote
during the Tây So)n period. Such an assertion allows scholars like Va˘n Tân
to link her with the progressive policies of the Tây So)n and by extension
and analogywith the progressive policies of themodernHanoi government.
Nguyê˜n Lô. c’s explanation for this tendency is as follows:
The essence of optimism in Tây So)n literature is that it is original, differ-
ent, and easy to understand compared with the incompletely developed
literature of the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth
centuries in general. It is therefore because of this that, although she has
yet to have been solidly dated, nevertheless on the basis of a reading of
her classic texts literature scholars generally have placed the Nôm texts of
H`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng in the Tây So)n period. Objectively, however, it must be
said that H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng is a very complex case. If we follow all of the
texts that have been connected with her until now, then it is possible that
she could be placed in periods as different as the mid eighteenth century
to the late nineteenth century.36
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Despite admitting these problems, and citing thepublicationof the collection
of Nôm poems attributed to H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng from the discovery of the
manuscriptLu)uHu)o)ngKý in 1964, Nguyê˜n Lô. c eventually decides to defer
to common practice and include a substantial amount of H`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng’s
poetry in his anthology of Tây So)n literature because of the idea that Xuân
Hu)o)ng is representative of the Tây So)n era.37
Nguyê˜n Lô. c is not the only author to project a desire to place H`oˆ Xuân
Hu)o)ng in the Tây So)n era. Hu˜)u Ngo. c and Françoise Corrèze accept the
claim thatXuânHu)o)ng’s interactionwithChiêuHoˆ> is evidence that shewas
a contemporary of Pha.mÐìnhHoˆ
>and evenmention that shemayhave been
born at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Yet despite their awareness
that, at the very least, this would date much of H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s adult life
to the early nineteenth century, Ngo. c and Corrèze still persist in referring
to Xuân Hu)o)ng solely as a figure of the eighteenth century. They claim
that “the laugh of H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng cut through the end of the eighteenth
century like a knife.”38 Similarly, Balaban has located XuânHu)o)ng’s ability
to undermine the “male Confucian tradition” of Vietnamese poetry in her
location “at the end of the decadent Lê dynasty.”39
ForNgo. c and Corrèze, H`oˆ XuânHu)o)ngmust be identified with the late
eighteenth century, and not with the early nineteenth, because she must be
put in the context of the Tây So)n rebellion and the chaos following the col-
lapse of the Lê dynasty. Thus, they note thatXuânHu)o)ng “lived in the trou-
bled period of the eighteenth centurywhen the posterior Lê dynastywas full
of decadence. This period was marked by incessant wars and by the misery
of the peasants, which drove them to revolt, and by the excess of mandarins
and the accumulation of the difficulties of the tentacled bureaucracy.”40 The
identification of H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng with the late eighteenth century func-
tions, for Ngo. c and Corrèze and for many other commentators, on H`oˆ
Xuân Hu)o)ng as a crucial narrative device. For if Xuân Hu)o)ng were seen
as an early Nguyê˜n dynasty figure, she would in a sense have been seen as
“a woman after her time,” because the Tây So)n era is figured as the era of
the blossoming of an antifeudal regimewith such enlightened policies as the
propagation of Nôm and the partial redistribution of land.41
I am not arguing that H`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng lived the entirety of her life in the
nineteenth century and thus cannot be called an eighteenth-century figure
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at all. In fact, recent research seems to make dating H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s life
perhaps an easier task than it was before. Duy Dao, who has examined the
cadastral registers (gia pha> ) of the H`oˆ clan of Quy`nh Ðôi as well as the
anecdotal evidence that exists, suggests that H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s dates can
now be definitively set: according to Dao, she was born in 1770 and died
in 1822.42 Even older scholarship generally confirms that Xuân Hu)o)ng’s
life can be dated to about the time that Duy Dao suggests.43 The point is
that the decision to call her an eighteenth-century woman, rather than an
early-nineteenth-century figure, is hardly arbitrary.
In fact, though it is now generally confirmed that Xuân Hu)o)ng’s life
spanned both centuries, if we were forced to date her work, the only solid
evidence that exists to date not just her life but also her poetry would put her
writing in the early nineteenth century. In the introduction to a collection
of H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s poetry titled Lu)u Hu)o)ng Ký (Precious and Essential
Records), Pha.m Ðình Hoˆ
> mentions visits to Xuân Hu)o)ng in the springs
of the Ðinh Mão and Giáp Tuâ´t years. That second time, she encouraged
him to write an introduction to the Lu)u Hu)o)ng Ký.44 Since the only Ðinh
Mão year in Xuân Hu)o)ng’s lifetime corresponds to 1807 and the only Giáp
Tuâ´t year corresponds to 1814, we know that XuânHu)o)ng’s poetry and her
relationship withHoˆ> was established during that time. Given that this is the
only document that firmly dates her as an author, it would seem logical to
consider her a nineteenth-century figure. To do so, however, would disallow
the connection between Xuân Hu)o)ng’s alleged antifeudal outlook and the
progressive policies of the Tây So)n. Nowhere is this made clearer than in
the outlandish claim that has been made in the past that Xuân Hu)o)ng was
in fact Quang Trung’s cousin.45 Though this claim is usually dismissed and
discredited in most sources that mention it, that it is so often referred to is
an indication of the power of the idea that Xuân Hu)o)ng and Quang Trung
were related.
Therefore, Vietnamese literary historians who place H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s
poetry in the Tây So)n era do not merely have the empirical issues of accu-
rately dating her life inmind.When she lived is just as important aswhat she
wrote. Placing her in the Tây So)n era enacts a powerful narrative myth of a
hiddenVietnamese continuity thatwas repressed under the feudal andCon-
fucian regimes of the Tri.nh and Lê. According to this narrative, H`oˆ Xuân
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Hu)o)ng becomes a paradoxically typical figure; in a sense, this interpretation
unintentionally implies that she was a woman of her times.
Any reading of her poetry, however, reveals the strangeness of this inter-
pretation.After all, ifH`oˆ XuânHu)o)ngwas just another historical character
who is typical of the Tây So)n era, then her poetrymust support the Tây So)n
status quo and criticize only the past; that is to say, the Lê/Tri.nh period.
Alternatively, even if Xuân Hu)o)ng was an early Nguyê˜n figure, then her
poetry would indicate that she supported the regimes of the recent past and
criticized her present.Her poems, however, do not find a government policy
to support. They are critical of all oppressive legal institutions in north-
ern Vietnam, without regard to past or present. For example, in the poem
“Tho) Tu.) Tình” (“Lover’s Lament”), she writes: “Where are all the talented
men?”46 Without identifying any particular officials or dynasties, shemocks
the feeble talents of young poets and scholar-officials, as she makes clear in
the poem “Tiê˜n Ngu)ò)i Làm Tho)” (“Entertaining the Departing Poets”):
“Who will advise this gang of illiterates/that they should make their living
by painting the pagoda walls?”47 This poem, which is typical of her social
criticism, takes aim at scholar-officials by pointing out their lack of talent
and knowledge. But she does not refer to a particular era of scholars as being
particularly lacking in these assets, nor does she ever single out the Tây So)n
era as a time when the scholar-officials were better prepared. Her social
criticism reads more abstractly as a commentary on the general idiocy of the
scholar-officials and their treatment of concubines. Nowhere in H`oˆ Xuân
Hu)o)ng’s work does one get the impression that the treatment of concubines
and the behavior of scholar-officials was better in the Tây So)n era than in
the early Nguyê˜n.
The point that I am trying tomake is not thatH`oˆXuânHu)o)ngwas not “a
revolutionary poet,” asHoaB `˘anghas calledher, nor that shewas not antifeu-
dal, or that she was not an extraordinary woman by all accounts.48 Rather,
what I am suggesting is that, particularly since the 1950s and particularly in
northern Vietnam, H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s record survives, is researched, and
is well known because the myth that she is a Tây So)n figure is a powerful
legitimating device throughwhich her antifeudal poetry can be linked to the
purportedly enlightened policies of the modern Hanoi government. While
texts in both chu˜) hán (classical Chinese) and chu˜) nôm (classical Vietnamese)
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about other notable Vietnamese women (deities or not) such as Diêu Nhân,
Hâ.u Thoˆ
>, Bà Liê˜u Hành, and princesses Ba and Diê.u Thiên sit collecting
dust in the Vietnamese archives, and while still more that may have existed
in the past have now been lost or are stashed away in family records not to
be unearthed, XuânHu)o)ng’s poetry thrives because it provides evidence for
a historical narrative that veteran Hanoi new historians who got their start
in the 1950s, such as Va˘n Tân and Nguyê˜n Lô. c, have a desire to produce: of
a continuous permissive Vietnameseness that effervesces behind the surface
of a Chinese, Confucian feudalism.49
Conclusion: Gender and Myths of Continuity
In the 1950s, Vietnamese were confronted with a rapid series of political,
cultural, and social changes. After the Geneva Accords, Vietnamese were
faced with two different states split at the seventeenth parallel. Faced with
these new political realities, many intellectuals took on the responsibility
of crafting new historical interpretations to legitimate the existence of their
respective new states and to give the impression that the success of these states
was guaranteed by their continuity with certain approved past heroes.50
Crafting myths is essential to the production of new national identities,
because “it is by embracing myths about the nation’s creating that members
perpetuate not only national myths but also the nation itself.”51
Intellectuals from North Vietnam and South Vietnam alike played a role
in shaping their new societies by crafting three unique myths. Two of these
myths were northern myths: that Lê Ngo. c Hân loved the Quang Trung
emperor like the Vietnamese people loved him, and by extension loved the
new Democratic Republic of Vietnam, and that H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s anti-
feudalism was a result of her writing during the Tây So)n dynasty, and thus
by analogy her writing could belong to the modern-day version of the Tây
So)n dynasty in Hanoi. And one was a southern myth: that Lê Ngo. c Hân
actually poisoned her husband the Quang Trung emperor and married his
rival the Gia Long emperor. The purpose of this myth, I would argue, is to
lend legitimacy to South Vietnam through the continuity given by Lê Ngo. c
Hân, a princess of theLê dynasty, from theLê to theNguyê˜n and, ultimately,
to SouthVietnam,whose first head of state was the formerNguyê˜n emperor
Ba>o Ða. i.
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These myths are far from universally agreed on; indeed, as historical ar-
guments, theymay represent the positions of only a handful of historians and
literary critics today. Even at the time of their introduction, thesemythswere
hotly debated: the idea that H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng’s poetry should be viewed as
a product of the progressive reforms of the Tây So)n dynasty, perhaps the
most enduring of the three myths, had its critics, even in 1950s Hanoi.52 Yet
the mere fact that these ideas were presented and debated in some of the
most influential scholarly journals in both Hanoi and Saigon in the 1950s
and 1960s, and that many of these opinions are still well known today, is
indicative of their lasting power as ideas, as ways of thinking about the role
of history in legitimating a new society.
In my opinion, it is no coincidence that in these three myths the figures
that lend legitimacy and continuity toNorth and SouthVietnam arewomen
writers. As Tamar Mayer has pointed out, women are often central to the
project of constructing new national identity, since “their centrality is also
based on women’s symbolic status” and is “connected to their reproductive
roles.”53 Since women are symbols of reproduction, women are also often
called on to serve to reproduce the nation or to act, in GeorgeMosse’s words,
as “the guardian of the continuity and immutability of the nation” in times
of crisis.54
In these threemyths, LêNgo. cHân andH`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng are being called
on to act both as symbols of newly produced national identities inNorth and
South Vietnam and as guardians of the continuity and consistency of such
identities with the past. Through thesemyths, intellectuals frombothNorth
and South Vietnam are seeking to use Ngo. c Hân and Xuân Hu)o)ng as
symbols of the legitimacy of each new nation and as guarantors of a link
between these new nations and an idealized past of the eighteenth century.
Reasonable peoplemay raise the objection that this essay focuses toomuch
on theway thatH`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng andLêNgo. cHân have beenmanipulated
and not enough on the light that they shed on the still relatively obscure
world of women writers in premodern Vietnam. Yet it is important to re-
member both that the assumption in this objection is that historicalmaterials
about women in Vietnamese history are essentially reliable and that the his-
torian’s first task should be to inform the public aboutwhat those sources say
about women. Present-day historians are reproducers of information who
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translate, with the minimum of analysis required for the task of compila-
tion and summary, the writings of the past into forms easily digestible for
audiences of the early twenty-first century.
The problemwith this approach is that it sentences historians to repeat the
allegorical stances of their sources without reflecting critically about those
sources. In the case of Lê Ngo. c Hân, for example, any modern analysis that
merely repeats what was found in the archival material that remains would
end up naturalizing the claim for which the archive is already prefigured:
that she is at the center of a legitimating myth of either the Tây So)n or the
Nguyê˜n. Which dynasty she legitimated would depend either on the histo-
rian’s reading of the truth or on the historian’s desire to form an allegory
supportive of the current Vietnamese state or of the defunct Republic of
Vietnam, but the nature of the archive would make it very difficult for the
historian to come up with a narrative about Lê Ngo. c Hân that could not be
incorporated into these two stories.That is because the act of collecting infor-
mation about her cannot be separated from the narratives produced about
her. Both Lê Ngo. c Hân and H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng attracted the most historical
interest from the 1950s to the 1970s, and in this perioddocuments about them
were discovered.Thiswas precisely the period that the allegories about them
became most relevant—the period in which many Vietnamese struggled to
find heroic figures who could connect their version of Vietnamese identity
with an idealized past. One cannot presume that there can be a clear-cut
distinction between doing real history and studying the ideological uses of
history, since such an assumption in turn presumes that real history—just
the facts—is not ideological. Knowledge of the real historical facts, such as
they are, is commonly assumed to be an a priori condition for studying the
uses of historical narratives. But, in fact, the opposite is true: the production
of archives depends on the ideological relevance of the materials collected in
the archives. Otherwise, the archives would not exist, and the governments,
religious groups, and businesses that run archives would not tolerate the
expense of keeping old materials.
Lê Ngo. c Hân and H`oˆ Xuân Hu)o)ng are indeed extraordinary figures in
Vietnamese historiography. At least in part, however, their vaunted place
in Vietnamese history results not only from their poetry but also from the
way in which they have been deployed since the 1950s as the keys to the
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mythological Vietnamese past. Since that time, they have been deployed as
the keepers of Vietnamese legitimacy, as symbols of the will and love that
historians and literary critics believe that theVietnamese people have had for
their rulers. Depending on the ideological position of the critic involved, Lê
Ngo. cHân andH`oˆ XuânHu)o)ng aremade to represent the legitimacy of the
Quang Trung emperor, the Gia Long emperor, or the Lê dynasty. But their
actual loyalty was never really the point under dispute in this myth-making
exercise; as women writers during one of the most important periods in
the Vietnamese past, they were a key to constructing a new and legitimate
Vietnamese society in a time of ideological uncertainty.
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